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Abstract
How are travel times displayed by different navigation apps? Do the way in which these work differ for
different modes of transportation? We found unexpected divergence in the way travel time is displayed
both between apps and within apps, when conducting testing on travel routing apps in Vienna. As a result,
this paper will provide a brief overview of how travel times are displayed by commonly used apps in
Vienna and how these differ. In conclusion, we will suggest different avenues for additional research based
on these findings and illustrate the challenges of user accountability associated with these apps.
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Introduction

Technology has a massive impact on the way we perceive the physical world around us. Not just in shaping
how we see the world, but also in actively co-creating the structure by which we perceive the world Brey,
2005. These structures also have considerable effects on human behavior, defining ‘authoritative facts’
about our surrounding individual that appear to be neutral and objective Denardis, 2011. Technologies
also have the ability to influence human perception of the world, even when they believe that they actually
cognitively ‘know better’ Anderson, 2011; IJsselsteijn et al., 2006.
This is particularly the case with geographic environments, where human beings almost always need
additional tools to be able to accurately perceive the geographic environment around them. Whether
the astrolabe or the paper map, human beings have been using tools to understand their geographic
environments for millennia. However the act of mapping has also always been a source of manipulation
and an expression of power Harley, 2009. To create an authoritative map of geographic space involves
countless subjective decisions which are not typically visible to users of the map and typically involves
the expression of sovereign or corporate power Dalton, 2013. In this sense, the geographic space around
us irreversibly intertwined with the tools we use to perceive it.
With the rise of computing, geographic maps have mostly transitioned to digital formats, to the point that
for most individuals these are “virtual geographic spaces” Lin and Batty, 2009. In this context the rise of
online universal mapping services like OpenStreetMap or Google Maps “threatens to change the nature of
the way we handle abstract geographic space for ever” Lin and Batty, 2009. What was considered a threat
little under a decade ago has swiftly become reality, with 41 per cent of all Internet users worldwide using
Google Maps services in 2014 and around 1 Billion monthly users of Google Maps Privat, 2014. While
Google Search has received considerable scrutiny for bias in its search results Diaz, 2008; Goldman, 2012;
Hoboken, 2012; Lewandowski, 2018; Saurwein, Just, and Latzer, 2017 there has been much less scrutiny
of the results produced by Google Maps Lao, 2013; Quattrone, Capra, and De Meo, 2015; Tufekci, 2015.
Aside from Google Maps, there is a broad ecosystem of geo-information systems that has been developed,
with numerous different use cases in mind. For example, these apps providing specialised routing for
specific types of transport like bicycles (Bike Citizen), driving (Waze) or public transport (Qando). There
are however relatively few "general purpose" navigation apps, that allow for a comparison of different
modes of transportation in one common app. Of the apps which allow this kind of comparison, all the data
available to us suggests that Google Maps is the most commonly used product in this product category.
To provide a broad comparison of presentation options, we compared the presentation style of the iOS
versions of Google Maps (Version 5.14) to the WienMobil (Version 3.2.4) and VOR AnachB (Version
3.6.0). We chose a route from Vienna University of Economics and Business to the Vienna Opera House
(Staatsoper) during the rush hour between 16:05 and 16:15 on 1 April 2019 to test the routing assumptions
embedded in these apps.
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Design choices around travel time

Within this group of geo-information apps that allow a comparison of different modes of transportation,
the choice of who to present travel time to the user is particularly important. This is because the users are
using the app to make a choice and typically make the decision based on the comparative information
provided by these apps.
All the apps that we studied used travel time as the primary comparative metric for different modes of
transportation. This is typically presented to users as part of a comparison bar. Both Google Maps and
VOR AnachB conduct a comparison which includes estimated travel time, while WienMobil does not. To
clarify this difference, we have marked screenshots of these three apps with an additional red box to show
the area mentioned here.
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It should be noted that even if WienMobil does not include time directly in the comparison bar, it still
uses time as the central explanatory variable for different routing options. Thus the estimated travel time
for different routing options represents an important component of the overall choice architecture that
allows users to compare different modes of transportation.
In transportation science, the typical way to calculate travel time is based on the following measures. For
example, Benenson et al. Benenson et al., 2011 calculate Bus travel time or more broadly public transport
travel time as follows: “BTT = Walk time from origin to a stop of Bus 1 +Waiting time of Bus 1 + Travel
time of Bus 1 + TransferwalktimetoBus2 + Waiting time of Bus 2 + Travel time of Bus 2] + [Transfer
component related to additional buses] + Walk time from the final stop to destination.” Benenson et al.,
2011. In a similar fashion, car travel time is typically calculated as follows: “CTT = Walk time from origin
to the parking place + Car trip time + Walk time from the final parking place to destination” Benenson
et al., 2011.
When translated into a common travel time calculation framework that can be used to analyse both routing
in public transport and driving, this leads to the following 6 key elements that need to be considered when
predicting trip time:
1. Walk to vehicle: the time required for an individual to walk to the first vehicle that is part of their
trip, whether it is a car, bus or train.
2. Initial waiting time for vehicle(s): the time required for an individual to wait for the first vehicle at
their point of departure, whether it is a car, bus or train.
3. Travel time of vehicle(s): the actual travel time in one or several vehicles, whether these are cars,
or buses or trains. This element also includes any waiting time required for changing modes of
transportation during the trip.
4. Delay in travel time of vehicle(s): any delays that might occur in the travel time of vehicle(s) listed
in option 3 above, which include include additional traffic or public transportation delays.
5. Finding parking for vehicle: taking time to find parking, which is likely to require for an individual
driving their own car or a car-sharing car in most urban areas, but is not typically required for public
transport options.
6. Walking time from vehicle to destination: The additional walking time required from point where
the individual leaves their last vehicle, to get to their final destination.
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Comparison of Apps

Given the importance of all of these factors in making an informed decision, we expected that the vast
majority of them would be included in the calculation of travel time. As these apps are being used for
a comparison, we also presumed that the foundations for the comparison made by the apps would be
similar for different modes of transport, i.e. that the apps would compare different modes of transport in a
fair manner. However contrary to our expectations this was not the case, and we found highly divergent
elements of travel time calculation implemented within these apps.

3.1

Google Maps

Google Maps provides an estimate for driving time that only includes two out of six potentially relevant
variables: travel time of the vehicle as well as potential delays due to traffic. What is not considered is that
users may not directly be sitting in the vehicle, but might first need to talk to it, or that they might need
to wait for it to arrive, for example in the case of booking a Taxi or an Uber. While this information is
presented to users within the Google Maps app, it is excluded from the overall estimate of travel time
provided in the user interface. This is also the case for any time required for parking, or walking to a
destination which cannot be reached by car, both of which are excluded from the overall estimate of travel
time presented to the user as part of the comparison bar.

By contrast, Google Maps includes only three out of five possible dimensions for estimating public
transportation travel time, only one of which overlaps with estimated driving time. While public transport
travel time estimates also include time to walk to the vehicle, and walk from the vehicle to the final
destination, these elements are not included in Google Maps estimates of driving journey time. However
by contrast, Google Maps does not integrate data on public transport delays into its estimates, while it
does integrate data on driving delays into its travel time estimates. The only thing that Google Maps
estimates for public transport and driving have in common, are actual travel time.

3.2

Wien Mobil

Moving from Google Maps to WienMobil, the WienMobil App provides one to two out of five potential
elements of driving time within their analysis. That is to say that in predictions of car-sharing driving time,
they acknowledge the time walking to a vehicle requires. However this additional time of walking to a
vehicle is not includes in the analysis of driving your ’own car.’
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It is in the analysis of public transport however where WienMobil shines, covering four out of five potential
dimensions of the analysis. It’s routing includes walking to vehicle, travel time of vehicle(s), potential
delays in driving time as well as the walking distance from vehicle to the final destination. What is not
included however is the potential initial waiting time for the vehicle, with WienMobil only calculating
travel time from the optimal start point rather than making it immediate.

3.3

VOR AnachB

In comparison with Google Maps and WienMobile, VOR AnachB provides the most comprehensive
routing decision-making input for both driving and public transport routing. The routing for VOR AnachB
driving includes walking to vehicle, travel time of vehicle, finding parking and walking to final destination
as potential variables. It only leaves out initial waiting time for the vehicle and potential delays related to
traffic. However in the context of inner-city traffic, these delays can be considerable, leading to a potential
doubling of travel time from 12 to 25 minutes on the route shown.

The variables included for public transport are similarly comprehensive, ensuring that walking to the
vehicle, travel time of the vehicle, delays in public transport and walking time to the final destination are
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meaningfully considered. However similarly to WienMobil it does not consider the potential waiting time
for a vehicle as a relevant variable.

3.4

Validity of comparison of travel time estimates

The following table provides an overview of which factors are included and which are not for driving and
public transport in the three apps studied in greater detail:

While including different factors, none of the three apps discussed here provides a valid, consistent
comparison of public transport and driving options. Instead, all of them include different factors within
their analysis. While Google Maps does not include time required to get to a vehicle for driving while it
does for public transport, WienMobil and VOR AnachB do not consider delays such as heavy traffic for
driving, while the do for public transport.
These ’apples and pears’ comparisons are not meaningfully communicated to users, as a result of which it
is difficult for users to interpret the results in a meaningful way. WienMobil provides for an interesting
design choice here, in that it does not foreground the time estimate for different options in how it compares
transport options, but instead reduces the comparison to a choice between different options. While this
(legitimately) makes comparisons more difficult, it still does not resolve the question of how users should
interpret the results.

4

Conclusion

The apps we studied here all provide a "best effort" estimate for each mode of transportation, rather than
substantive comparisons of the different relevant elements of trip calculation. In doing so, they shift a
considerable part of the cognitive load of how long a trip will actually take on to the users. As a result, it
becomes very difficult for users to interpret the results of the comparisons, as none of them are fully able
to reflect the relevant factors that influence travel time. Further research is required to better understand
the cognitive models of how users interpret these types of comparisons and whether they are able to
correct for missing information within the estimates provided to them.
There are several different ways in which app designers could meaningfully respond to this challenge:
1. Present users with additional information as part of the travel time estimate: all of the apps
discussed here are highly likely to have access to vast amounts of data that goes beyond what they
are presenting to users. There is no reason to suggest why they could or should not do this in the
future.
2. Ensure that comparisons between modes of transport are comparable: another way would
be to ensure that the information provided to users is meaningfully comparable, even if this means
leaving out some data sources. Within the apps compared, VOR AnachB seems to do the best
job at providing meaningful comparability between driving and public transport options. Without
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meaningful comparability between different modes of transport, user are likely to confuse or
misinterpret the information provided to the by the app.
3. Further de-emphasise the role of time in relation to other metrics: a third option is to deemphasize the role of time in decision making, as the travel time estimates are themselves unlikely
to be comparable. Wien Mobile already does this to a certain extent, by excluding travel time
estimates from the comparison bar, while still including the biases in other elements of the apps.
4. Ensure users are aware of limitations of app: a fourth and last option is to ensure that users are
aware of the different limitations of the app depending on the different modes of transport selected.
This can be accomplished both by providing additional warnings to users about the limitations of
data provided and reducing the importance of the design element comparison bar.
Regardless of which steps are taken, it is important that developers ensure that users are aware of relevant
limitations of the apps they are using and able to take informed decisions based on the information
provided to them. Should this not be the case, there is a considerable risk that users misinterpret the data
provided to them and make bad decisions based on false or at best misleading information.
In this context it is particularly important to consider the structural effects of systematically providing
false or misleading comparisons to users. Depending on whether comparisons make public transportation
or driving seem more attractive, they are also likely to influence users travel decision making. While the
extent to which this is the case obviously requires considerable further research, we believe that there is a
considerable possibility that the nature of the choice architecture presented to users may be nudging them
towards seeing driving as a more attractive option than it actually is.
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